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Abstract
We study single charged Higgs boson production in photon-photon collision as a probe of the
new dynamics of Higgs interactions. This is particularly important when the mass (MH±) of
charged Higgs bosons (H±) is relatively heavy and above the kinematic limit of the pair production
(MH± >
√
s/2 ). We analyze the cross sections of single charged Higgs boson production from
the photon-photon fusion processes, γγ → τ−ν¯H+ and γγ → bc¯H+, as motivated by the minimal
supersymmetric standard model and the dynamical Top-color model. We find that the cross
sections at such a γγ collider can be sufficiently large even for MH± >
√
s/2 , and is typically one to
two orders of magnitude higher than that at its parent e−e+ collider. We further demonstrate that
the polarized photon beams can provide an important means to determine the chirality structure
of Higgs Yukawa interactions with the fermions.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics demands a single neutral physical Higgs
scalar (h0) [1] to generate masses for all observed weak gauge bosons, quarks and leptons,
while leaving the mass of Higgs boson and all its Yukawa couplings unpredicted. A charged
Higgs boson (H±) is an unambiguous signature of the new physics beyond the SM. Most
extensions of the SM require an extended electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) sector
with charged Higgs scalars as part of its physical spectrum at the weak scale. The electroweak
gauge interactions of H± are universally determined by its electric charge and weak-isospin,
while the Yukawa couplings of H± are model-dependent and can initiate new production
mechanisms for H± at high energy colliders. Most of the underlying theories that describe
the EWSB mechanism can be categorized as either a “supersymmetric” (with fundamental
Higgs scalars) [2] or a “dynamical” (with composite Higgs scalars) [3] model. The minimal
supersymmetric SM (MSSM) [4] and the dynamical Top-color model [5] are two typical
examples. As we will show, the Yukawa couplings associated with the third family quarks
and leptons can be large and distinguishable in these models, so that measuring the single
charged scalar production rate in the polarized photon collisions can discriminate these
models of flavor symmetry breaking.
If a charged Higgs boson could be sufficiently light, with mass (MH±) below ∼ 170GeV, it
may be produced from the top quark decay, t→ H+b [6], at the hadron colliders, including
the Fermilab Tevatron and the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC). For MH± > mt−mb,
H± can be searched at the Tevatron and the LHC from the production processes gb →
H−t [7], cs¯, cb¯ → H+ [8, 9, 10, 11], and gg, qq¯ → H±W∓[12, 13], etc. The associate
production of H±t from gb fusion is difficult to detect at the Tevatron because of its small
rate (largely suppressed by the final state phase space), but it should be observable at the
LHC for MH± . 1TeV [7]. The single H
± production from cs or cb fusions is kinematically
advantageous so that it can yield a sizable signal rate, and can be detected at colliders as
long as the relevant Yukawa couplings are not too small [8, 10]. The gg → H±W∓ process
originates from loop corrections, and is generally small for producing a heavy H± unless its
rate is enhanced by s-channel resonances, such as gg → H0(or A0) → H±W∓. Similarly,
the rate of qq¯ → H±W∓ is small in a general two-Higgs-doublet model (THDM). This is
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because for light quarks in the initial state, this process can only occur at loop level, and
for heavy quarks in the initial state, this process can take place at tree level via Yukawa
couplings but is suppressed by small parton luminosities of heavy quarks inside the proton
(or anti-proton). If H± is in a triplet representation, the Z-H±-W∓ vertex can arise from
a custodial breaking term in the tree level Lagrangian, but its strength has to be small due
to the strong experimental constraint on the ρ-parameter. Hence, the production rate of
qq¯ → Z → H±W∓ cannot be large either. At hadron colliders, charged Higgs bosons can
also be produced in pairs via the s-channel qq¯ fusion process through the gauge interactions
of γ-H+-H− and Z-H+-H− and the s-channel gluon fusion process[14]. However, the rate
of the pair production generally is much smaller than that predicted by the single charged
Higgs boson production mechanisms when the mass of the charged Higgs boson increases.
If MH± is smaller than half of the center-of-mass energy (
√
s) of a Linear Collider (LC),
then H± may be copiously produced in pairs via the scattering processes e−e+ → H−H+
and γγ → H−H+ [15, 16]. The production rate of a H−H+ pair is determined by the
electroweak gauge interactions of H±, which depends only on the electric charge and weak-
isospin of H±. When MH± >
√
s/2, it is no longer possible to produce the charged Higgs
bosons in pairs. In this case, the predominant production mechanism of the charged Higgs
boson is via the single charged Higgs boson production processes, such as the loop induced
process e−e+ → H±W∓ [17, 18], and the tree level processes e−e+ → bc¯H+, τ−ν¯H+ and
γγ → bc¯H+, τ−ν¯H+ [19]. The production rate of the above tree level processes depends on
the Yukawa couplings of fermions with H±. This makes it possible to discriminate models
of flavor symmetry breaking by measuring the production rate of the single charged Higgs
boson at LC. However, as to be discussed below, at e+e− colliders, the cross sections of
the single H± production processes induced by the Yukawa couplings of fermions with H±
are generally small because single H± events are produced via s-channel processes (with a
virtual photon or Z propagator). On the other hand, at γγ colliders [20, 21, 22], the single
H± cross sections are enhanced by the presence of the t-channel diagrams which contain
collinear poles in high energy collisions.
It is well known that one of the main motivations for a high-energy polarized photon
collider is to determine the CP property of the neutral Higgs bosons [23, 24, 25, 26]. In this
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work, we provide another motivation for having a polarized photon collider – to determine
the chirality structure of the fermion Yukawa couplings with the charged Higgs boson via
single charged Higgs boson production so as to discriminate the dynamics of flavor symmetry
breaking. Specifically, we study single charged Higgs boson production associated with a
fermion pair (f¯ ′f) at photon colliders, i.e., γγ → f¯ ′fH±, (f¯ ′f = bc, or, τν), based on our
recent proposal in Ref. [19]. Two general classes of models will be discussed to predict the
signal event rates – one is the weakly interacting models represented by the MSSM [4] and
another is the dynamical symmetry breaking models represented by the Top-color (TopC)
model [5]. We show that the yield of a heavy charged Higgs boson at a γγ collider is
typically one to two orders of magnitude larger than that at an e−e+ collider. Furthermore,
we demonstrate that a polarized photon collider can either enhance or suppress the single
charged Higgs boson production, depending on the chirality structure of the corresponding
Yukawa couplings.
To clarify the physics implication of a polarized photon collider, we shall consider in
this paper the center-of-mass (c.m.) energy of a γγ collider to be about 80% of an e−e+
collider, and leave a more realistic analysis, that takes into account the dependence of the
γγ luminosity and energy on the polarization of the photon beam, to a future publication.1
This approximation is motivated by the fact that the mean energy of a typical energy
spectrum of high energy photons generated by the Compton back-scattering of a few MeV
laser beam is Eγ ≃ 0.8Ee±, where Ee± is the energy of the e− or e+ beam [28]. Though
the detailed distributions of the luminosity and energy of the polarized photon beam are
strongly model dependent, the gross feature of those distributions can be studied from a
model proposed in Ref. [20]. We show that after including the reduction factor for choosing
a specific polarization state of the photon beam, the above approximation agrees within
a factor of 2 with the calculation convoluting the constituent γγ cross section with the
luminosity distribution of the polarized photon beam, when the dominant polarization state
of the photon beam is considered. This observation is supported by a calculation presented
1 Currently, we are collaborating with the experimentalists, who are interested in the photon collider option
of the Linear Collider Working Group [27], to perform a study including detector simulation and effects
due to the energy dependence of the luminosity of the polarized photons produced from Compton back-
scattering.
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in Ref. [29] in the context of considering an e−γ process. The above approximation was
found to be in good agreement with that obtained by folding the constituent cross section
with the luminosity function of the initial state photon [30]. As to the resolution power of
the polarized photon collider, a convoluted calculation gives a stronger resolution at the cost
of a smaller cross section, which will also be illustrated in Sec. IV.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the relevant Yukawa
interactions in the weakly interacting MSSM and the strongly interacting TopC model. The
production cross section of the single charged Higgs boson in a polarized collider is presented
in Sec. III, which also contains discussions on how to discriminate MSSM from TopC using
a polarized photon collider. Sec. IV contains discussions on the effect of including a model
of the energy dependent luminosity of the polarized photon beam, as well as our conclusions.
II. YUKAWA INTERACTIONS IN MSSM AND TOP-COLOR MODEL
For generality, we define the charged Higgs Yukawa interaction as
LY = f ′
(
Y f
′f
L PL + Y
f ′f
R PR
)
f H− + h.c. , (1)
where f and f ′ represent up-type and down-type fermions, respectively, and PL,R are the
chirality projection operators PL,R = (1∓ γ5) /2 .
We first consider the Yukawa sector of the MSSM, which is similar to that of a Type-II
THDM. The corresponding tree-level Yukawa couplings of fermions with H± are given by
Y f
′f
L(0)=
√
2mf ′
v
Vff ′ tanβ, Y
f ′f
R(0)=
√
2mf
v
Vff ′ cotβ, (2)
where mf (mf ′) is the mass of the fermion f (f
′), tan β = 〈Hu〉/〈Hd〉 is the ra-
tio of the vacuum expectation values (〈Hu〉 and 〈Hd〉) of the two Higgs doublets with
v =
√
〈Hu〉2 + 〈Hd〉2 ≃ 246GeV, and Vff ′ is the relevant Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa
(CKM) matrix element of the fermions f and f ′. The coupling constants Y f
′f
L(0) and Y
f ′f
R(0)
vary as the input parameter tanβ changes. For instance, for the τ+-ν-H− coupling, Y τνL(0)
increases as tan β grows, and reaches about 0.20− 0.51 for tan β = 20− 50, while Y τνR(0) is
zero because of the absence of right-handed Dirac neutrinos in the MSSM. Without losing
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generality, we shall choose the following typical inputs for our numerical analysis:
(
Y τνL(0), Y
τν
R(0)
)
= (0.3, 0) , for tan β = 30 . (3)
The tree level b¯-c-H− coupling contains a CKM suppression factor Vcb ≃ 0.04, so that Y bcL(0)
is around 0.03 for tanβ = 50, and Y bcR(0) is less than about 2× 10−4 for tanβ > 2. However,
supersymmetry (SUSY) radiative corrections can significantly enhance the tree level b¯-c-H−
coupling. It was shown in Ref. [10] that the radiatively generated b¯-c-H− coupling from
the stop-scharm (t˜− c˜) mixings in the SUSY soft-breaking sector can be quite sizable. For
instance, in the minimal Type-A SUSY models, the non-diagonal scalar trilinear A-term for
the up-type squarks can be written as [10]
Au =

0 0 0
0 0 x
0 y 1
A , (4)
which generates a non-trivial 4 × 4 squark mass-matrix among (c˜L, c˜R, t˜L, t˜R). In Au, the
parameters (x, y) can be naturally of order 1, representing large t˜ − c˜ mixings that are
consistent with all the known theoretical and experimental constraints [31, 32]. An exact
diagonalization of this 4× 4 mass-matrix results in the following mass eigenvalues:
M2c˜1,2 = m˜
2
0 ∓ 12 |
√
ω+ −√ω−| ,
M2
t˜1,2
= m˜20 ∓ 12 |
√
ω+ +
√
ω−| ,
(5)
with Mt˜1 < Mc˜1 < Mc˜2 < Mt˜2 . Here, m˜0 is a common scalar mass in the diagonal
blocks of the squark mass-matrix, ω± = X
2
t + (xÂ ± yÂ)2 , Xt = Â − µmt cot β and
Â = Av sin β/
√
2 . In the squark mass-eigenbasis, the b¯-c-H− coupling can be radiatively
induced from the vertex corrections [scharm(stop)-sbottom-gluino loop] and the self-energy
corrections [scharm(stop)-gluino loop]. In the Type-A models with x 6= 0 and y = 0, includ-
ing the one-loop SUSY-QCD corrections yields the pattern [10]:
δY bcL 6= 0 and δY bcR ≃ 0 , (6)
for a moderate to large tan β. (As to be shown below, this pattern is opposite to that
predicted in the dynamical Top-color model.) The coupling Y bcL is a function of the mixing
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parameter x, the Higgs mass MH±, the gluino mass Mg˜ and the relevant squark masses.
In Fig. 1, we show Y bcL as a function of the parameter x for a typical set of SUSY inputs,
(mg˜, µ, m˜0) = (300, 300, 600)GeV, A = −Ab = 1.75TeV, and tanβ = 50 . In this figure,
we have also included the QCD running effects for the tree-level Yukawa couplings, cf. Eq. (2)
[33]. We find that the magnitude of the total coupling Y bcL can be naturally in the range
of 0.03− 0.07 for a moderate to large tan β . For a smaller value of tanβ, the coupling Y bcL
decreases. For instance, for tan β = 20, the value of Y bcL is about half of that shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 1: The radiative b¯-c-H− coupling as a function of the parameter x in the minimal Type-A
SUSY models with y = 0. Here, we set (mg˜, µ, m˜0) = (300, 300, 600)GeV, and A = −Ab =
1.75TeV. This result also includes the QCD running effect for the Born level Yukawa coupling.
In addition to the SUSY radiative corrections discussed above, which are not suppressed
by the small CKM matrix element Vcb, there are corrections proportional to Vcb, similar to
those present in the production of φ0bb¯ (φ0 = h0, H0, A0) with large tan β [34, 35]. This
effect can be formulated by the corresponding effective Lagrangian [36],
L =
√
2Vcb
v
mb(µR) tanβ
1 + ∆b
H+cL bR + h.c. , (7)
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where µR is the relevant renormalization scale at which we evaluate the bottom quark
running mass mb(µR) including the NLO QCD contributions in the MS scheme[33]. In the
on-shell scheme, the bare mass of the bottom quark mbare is equal to mb + δmb, where mb
is the pole mass and δmb the counter term. A straightforward calculation shows that the
threshold corrections to ∆b originating from the SUSY-QCD and SUSY-electroweak (SUSY-
EW) contributions are equal to −δmb/mb. In general, the SUSY-EW correction comes from
loop contributions induced by the Yukawa and electroweak gauge interactions, where the
latter contribution is usually smaller than the former contribution. (Since in the generic
Type-A model the trilinear term A needs not to be much smaller than µ tanβ, we will not
make the approximation Ab − µ tanβ ≈ −µ tanβ [35] in ∆b.) The SUSY QCD correction
is given by the finite contributions of the sbottom-gluino loop due to the left-right mixings
in the squark-mass matrix [36],
(∆b)SUSY−QCD = −
CFαs(µR)
2pi
mg˜M
b
LR I(mb˜1 , mb˜2 , mg˜) , (8)
where CF =
1
2
(
Nc − 1
Nc
)
=
4
3
with Nc = 3, αs ≃ 0.09 at the scale of µR = MH± =
O(100)GeV, and M bLR = Ab − µ tan β . The SUSY-Yukawa correction to ∆b arises from
similar loops involving the stop and charged higgsinos H˜1,2 , and
(∆b)SUSY−Yukawa = +
m2t
8pi2v2
µ
tan β
M tLR I(mt˜1 , mt˜2 , µ) , (9)
where M tLR = At − µ cotβ. In the above formula, we have defined
I(m1, m2, m3) = −
m21m
2
2 ln
m21
m22
+m22m
2
3 ln
m22
m23
+m23m
2
1 ln
m23
m21
(m21 −m22) (m22 −m23) (m23 −m21)
, (10)
which, in the special case of m1 = m2 = m3 ≡M , equals to 1
2M2
.
With the sample values of the SUSY-parameters given in the caption of Fig. 1, ∆b is found
to be about 0.17, among which, 0.20 comes from the SUSY-QCD contribution, 0.00011
from SUSY-Yukawa contribution, and −0.022 from the electroweak gauge contribution2.
2 The electroweak gauge contribution depends also on other SUSY parameters [36]. Here, M2 is taken to
be 300GeV, but higher values of M2 will make the electroweak gauge contribution even smaller due to
the decoupling feature of the MSSM.
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Hence, ∆b yields a factor of 1/(1 + 0.17) ≃ 0.85 suppression in the b-c-H+ coupling as
compared to the QCD-improved Born level coupling (which is about 0.03 for a 300GeV
charged Higgs boson), and the coupling of H+-cL-bR in Eq. (7) is about 0.026 for this set
of SUSY parameters. In other words, the threshold correction due to the SUSY-QCD and
SUSY-EW contributions to Y bcL is (0.85 − 1) × 0.03 ≃ −0.0045, which is not significant in
the current case. (When the SUSY parameter µ or A flips sign while holding the other
parameters fixed, the threshold correction from 1/(1+∆b) becomes an enhancement rather
than suppression factor.) The additional contribution to Y bcL arising from the t˜ − c˜ mixing
can be read out from Fig. 1 after subtracting the strength of the QCD-improved Born level
coupling. For instance, using the same set of SUSY parameters described above, the radiative
correction from t˜ − c˜ mixings with x = 0.44 enhances the Y bcL coupling by an amount of
0.02 (= 0.05 − 0.03) for MH± = 300GeV. Therefore, the coupling of Y bcL , after including
the QCD-improved Born level coupling (0.03), the radiative correction from t˜ − c˜ mixings
(0.02), and the threshold correction due to the SUSY-QCD and SUSY-EW contributions
(−0.0045), is about 0.046 (≃ 0.05) for the sample SUSY parameters we have chosen. Hence,
without losing generality, in the following numerical analysis, we choose3
(Y bcL , Y
bc
R ) = (0.05, 0) (11)
as the sample couplings for the MSSM with natural t˜− c˜ mixings, which correspond to the
Type-A SUSY models with x = O(1) and y = 0 as defined in Ref. [10]. (The total decay
width of H± will be evaluated for tanβ = 50.) It is worth to mention that the sample
flavor-changing b-c-H± coupling (11) is about a factor-6 smaller than the sample τ -ν-H±
tree-level coupling (3).
We then consider the dynamical Top-color model [5], which is strongly motivated by
the experimental fact that the observed large top quark mass (mt ≃ v√
2
≃ 174GeV) is
right at the weak scale, distinguishing the top quark from all other SM fermions. This
scenario explains the top quark mass from the 〈t¯t〉 condensation via the strong SU(3)tc
TopC interaction at the TeV scale. The associated strong tilting U(1) force is attractive in
3 This choice of couplings may also be realized for lower tanβ region with the proper choice of the parameter
x accordingly, e.g., for tanβ = 30, Eq. (11) corresponds to x ≈ 0.6.
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the 〈t¯t〉 channel and repulsive in the 〈b¯b〉 channel, so that the bottom quark mainly acquires
its mass from the TopC instanton contribution [5]. This model predicts three relatively
light physical top-pions (pi0t , pi
±). The Yukawa interactions of these top-pions with the third
family quarks are given by the Lagrangian,
mt tanβ
v
[
iKttURK
tt
UL
∗
tLtRpi
0
t +
√
2KttURK
bb
DL
∗
bLtRpi
−
t +
iKtcURK
tt
UL
∗
tLcRpi
0
t +
√
2KtcURK
bb
DL
∗
bLcRpi
−
t +h.c.
]
,
(12)
where tan β =
√
(v/vt)2 − 1 and the top-pion decay constant vt ≃ O(60 − 100) GeV.4 The
rotation matrices KUL,R and KDL,R are needed for diagonalizing the up- and down-quark
mass matricesMU andMD, i.e., K
†
ULMUKUR =M
dia
U and K
†
DLMDKDR =M
dia
D , from which
the CKM matrix is defined as V = K†ULKDL . As shown in Ref. [8], to yield a realistic form
of the CKM matrix V (such as the Wolfenstein-parametrization), the TopC model generally
has the following features:
KtcUR . 0.11−0.33 , with
KttUR ≃ 0.99−0.94 , and KttUL ≃ KbbDL ≃ 1 ,
(13)
which suggests that the tR-cR transition can be naturally around 10 − 30%. Combining
Eqs. (12) and (13), we can deduce the Yukawa couplings of fermions with the charged top-
pion (also called charged Higgs boson throughout this paper) as
Y btL = Y
bc
L = 0 ,
Y btR ≃
√
2mt
v
tanβ , Y bcR ≃ Y btR KtcUR .
(14)
Thus, taking a typical value of tanβ to be 3 and a conservative input for the tR−cR mixing
KtcUR to be 0.1 in the TopC model, we obtain
Y btR ≃ 3 , and
(
Y bcL , Y
bc
R
)
= (0, 0.3) , (15)
which will be used as the sample TopC parameters for our numerical analysis. We note
that in contrast to the radiative coupling of the charged Higgs boson predicted in the Type-
A SUSY model with y = 0 (in which Y bcL 6= 0 and Y bcR ≃ 0, i.e., mainly left-handed),
4 Note that this tanβ does not have the same meaning as the tanβ in the MSSM.
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the charged top-pions only have a right-handed coupling. This feature of the TopC is
also opposite to the tree-level τ -ν-H± coupling (which is purely left-handed) predicted in
the MSSM [cf. Eq. (3)]. As we will demonstrate below, this feature makes it possible to
discriminate the dynamical TopC model from the MSSM or a Type-II THDM by measuring
the production rates of a single charged Higgs boson at polarized photon colliders. Finally,
we note that apart form the opposite chirality structures of the H± Yukawa interactions,
the magnitude of the sample Top-color b-c-H± coupling chosen in (15) is the same as that
of the sample τ -ν-H± coupling (3).
III. H± PRODUCTION IN γγ COLLISION AS A PROBE OF NEW PHYSICS
We calculate the cross section of γγ → f¯ ′fH+ using the helicity amplitude method for
f f¯ ′ = bc¯ or τ−ν¯. For the bc¯ channel, we will consider both the MSSM (with stop-scharm
mixings) and the TopC model using the sample parameters listed in Eqs. (11) and (15),
respectively. For the τ−ν¯ channel, we will consider the MSSM with the sample parame-
ters given in Eq. (3). The cross sections for other values of couplings, different from our
sample inputs, can be estimated by a proper rescaling. In order to predict the event rate
of γγ → f¯ ′fH+, we need to specify the total decay width ΓH+ for H±, from which the
decay branching ratio of H± → f ′f can be calculated. For simplicity, we shall only include
the quark and lepton decay modes of H± to evaluate ΓH+ . Its bosonic decay modes are
not included because their contributions are generally small and strongly depend on the
other parameters of the model. For example, in the MSSM, the partial decay width of
H± → W±h0 depends on the neutral Higgs boson mixing angle α and the light CP-even
Higgs boson mass mh, but it is generally small, especially when MH± becomes large which
corresponds to the decoupling limit. We will also neglect all the loop-induced decay modes
such as H± → W±Z [37], and assume that the relevant sparticles are relatively heavy so
that the SUSY decay channels of H± are not kinematically accessible. Finally, in the TopC
model, only the dominant tb and cb decay modes are included in the calculation of ΓH+ . For
the later analysis and discussion, we show the predicted total decay widths and the relevant
decay branching ratios of H+ in Figs. 2 and 3 as the Higgs mass MH± varies.
In our numerical analysis, the dominant QCD corrections are included in the Yukawa
11
couplings by using the running quark masses. For instance, at the 100GeV scale, the
running masses of the bottom and charm quarks are mb = 2.9 GeV and mc = 0.6 GeV,
respectively.
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FIG. 2: The total decay widths of H+ predicted by the models discussed in the text.
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FIG. 3: The relevant decay branching ratios of H+ predicted by the models discussed in the text.
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FIG. 4: The complete set of Feynman diagrams for e−e+ → bc¯H+.
A. bcH± Production
Using the default parameters of the models as described in Section II, we calculate the
total cross sections of e+e− → bc¯H+ and γγ → bc¯H+ as a function of MH± . The complete
set of Feynman diagrams for the above processes are depicted in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively.
The result for the TopC model is shown in Fig. 6, where, for comparison, we have taken the
center-of-mass energy (
√
s) of the γγ collider to be 0.8 times of that of the e−e+ collider. The
result for the MSSM with stop-scharm mixings can be easily obtained from Fig. 6 by rescaling
the cross sections by a factor (0.05/0.3)2 = 1/36 when MH± >
√
s/2 . For MH± <
√
s/2,
where the pair production mechanism dominates, the actual rate also depends on the decay
branching ratio Br(H− → bc¯) and the total decay width ΓH+ in the MSSM. For completeness,
we also show the result for the MSSM in Fig. 7, which is qualitatively similar to Fig. 6 except
near the boundary of the available phase space for pair production, i.e. when MH± ∼
√
s/2.
This is because the total decay width of H± in the TopC model is much larger than that
in the Type-A SUSY mode. For instance, the ΓH+ of the charged Higgs boson with a mass
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FIG. 5: The complete set of Feynman diagrams for γγ → bc¯H+.
200GeV (400GeV) is about 7GeV (143GeV) in the TopC model [cf. Eq. (15)], and 1.5GeV
(13GeV) in the Type-A SUSY model [cf. Eq. (11)]. The branching ratios for the decay mode
H+ → cb¯ predicted in these two models are 0.15 (0.015) and 0.02 (0.0046), respectively.
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FIG. 6: Cross sections of γγ → bc¯H+ (solid curve) and e+e− → bc¯H+ (dashed curve) for the TopC
model [cf. Eq. (15)] with unpolarized photon beams at
√
sγγ = 400 GeV and 800 GeV.
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FIG. 7: Same as Fig. 6, but for the MSSM with stop-scharm mixings, i.e. Type-A SUSY model
[cf. Eq. (11)].
A few discussions on the feature of the results shown in Fig. 6 are in order. (The same
discussions also apply to Fig. 7.) For MH± <
√
s/2 , the charged Higgs pair production
is kinematically allowed. In this case, the production cross section of γγ → bc¯H+ ( and
e−e+ → bc¯H+) is dominated by the contribution from the pair production diagrams with
the produced H− decaying into a bc¯ pair. Hence, its rate is proportional to the decay
branching ratio Br(H− → bc¯). As shown in the figure, there is a kink structure when MH±
is around 180GeV. That is caused by the change in Br(H− → bc¯) when the decay channel
H− → bt¯ becomes available. We also note that the cross section at a higher energy collider,
either an e−e+ or γγ collider, is larger for the production of a heavy H+ because of the larger
final state phase space volume. On the other hand, when MH± ≪
√
s/2 , the cross section
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approximately scales as 1/s, for the pair production process dominates the production rate.
In Fig. 7, the cross section of γγ → bc¯H+ drops aroundMH+ =
√
s/2, for the on-shell H−H+
pair production mode is closed whenMH+ >
√
s/2. Moreover, a careful examination reveals
that the cross section of γγ → bc¯H+ drops much more in Fig. 7 than in Fig. 6. This is
because in our calculation we have included the complete gauge invariant set of Feynman
diagrams whose contribution also depends on the width of the charged Higgs boson. Since
the total decay width of H± in the TopC model is much larger than that in the Type-A
SUSY model (cf. Fig. 2), the similar drop in Fig. 6 is much less noticeable.
It is evident that the cross section of γγ → bc¯H+ is larger than that of e+e− → bc¯H+
in the whole MH± region. For MH± <
√
s/2, the cross section in γγ collisions is typically
a factor of 3 to 5 larger than that in e−e+ collisions. This can be explicitly checked by
comparing the helicity amplitudes of γγ → H+H− and e−e+ → H+H−. The helicity
amplitudes for the H+H− pair production in polarized photon collisions are found to be5
M(γλ1γλ2 → H+H−) = −2e2λ1λ2
ξ2 sin2Θ
1− ξ2 cos2Θ + e
2 (1 + λ1λ2) , (16)
where the degree of polarization of the initial state photons, λ1 and λ2, can take the value
of either −1 or +1, corresponding to a left-handedly (L) and right-handedly (R) polarized
photon beam, respectively; Θ is the scattering angle of H+ in the center-of-mass frame; and
ξ =
√
1− 4M2
H±
/s . In the massless limit, i.e., when MH± → 0, ξ → 1 and the above result
reduces to M(γλ1γλ2 → H+H−) ≃ e2 (1− λ1λ2) , which yields a flat angular distribution.
The two non-vanishing helicity amplitudes of e−e+ → H+H−, for s≫ m2e, are
M(e−Le
+
R → H+H−) = −e2ξ sinΘ
[
1 +
(c2w − s2w)2
4c2ws
2
w
s
s−M2Z + iMZΓZ
]
,
M(e−Re
+
L → H+H−) = −e2ξ sinΘ
[
1− c
2
w − s2w
2c2w
s
s−M2Z + iMZΓZ
]
, (17)
where e−L (e
−
R) denotes a left-handed (right-handed) electron; cw = cos θw and sw = sin θw
with θw being the weak mixing angle; and MZ and ΓZ are the mass and width of the Z
boson, respectively.
For MH± >
√
s/2, where the pair production is not kinematically allowed, the difference
between the cross sections of e−e+ → bc¯H+ and γγ → bc¯H+ becomes much larger (two
5 We have checked that our unpolarized cross section agrees with that in Ref. [16].
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to three orders of magnitude) for a larger MH± value. To understand the cause of this
difference, we have to examine the Feynman diagrams, cf. Figs. 4 and 5, that contribute
to the scattering processes e−e+ → bc¯H+ and γγ → bc¯H+ . In the former process, all
the Feynman diagrams contain an s-channel propagator which is either a virtual photon
or a virtual Z boson. Therefore, when MH± increases for a fixed
√
s, the cross section
decreases rapidly. On the contrary, in the latter process, when MH± >
√
s/2, the dominant
contribution arises from the fusion diagram γγ → (cc¯)(bb¯) → bc¯H+, whose contribution
is enhanced by the two collinear poles (in a t-channel diagram) generated from γ → cc¯
and γ → bb¯ in high energy collisions. Since the collinear enhancement takes the form
of ln(MH±/mq) , with mq being the bottom or charm quark mass, the cross section of
γγ → bc¯H+ does not vary much as MH± increases until it is close to
√
s .
From the above discussions we conclude that a photon-photon collider is superior to an
electron-positron collider for detecting a heavy charged Higgs boson. Moreover, a polarized
photon collider can determine the chirality structure of the fermion Yukawa couplings with
the charged Higgs boson via single charged Higgs production. This point is illustrated as
follows. First, let us consider the case that MH± >
√
s/2. As noted above, in this case, the
production cross section is dominated by the fusion diagram γγ → (cc¯)(bb¯) → bc¯H+. In
the TopC model, because Y bcL = 0 (and Y
bc
R 6= 0), it corresponds to γγ → (cRcR)(bLbL) →
bLcRH
+. On the other hand, in the MSSM with stop-scharm mixings and large tan β,
Y bcR ∼ 0 (and Y bcL 6= 0), it becomes γγ → (cLcL)(bRbR) → bRcLH+. Therefore, we expect
that if both photon beams are right-handedly polarized (i.e. γRγR), then a TopC charged
Higgs boson (i.e. top-pion) can be copiously produced, while a MSSM charged Higgs boson
(with a large tan β) is highly suppressed. To detect a MSSM charged Higgs boson, both
photon beams have to be left-handedly polarized (i.e. γLγL). This is supported by an exact
calculation whose results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 for the TopC model at two different
collider energies. A similar feature also holds for the MSSM after interchanging the label of
RR and LL in those figures, which can be verified in Figs. 10 and 11.
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FIG. 8: Cross sections of γλ1γλ2 → bc¯H+ at √sγγ = 800 GeV in polarized photon collisions for the
TopC model [cf. Eq. (15)]. Solid curves are the results without any kinematical cut, and dashed
curves are the results with the kinematical cut specified in the text [cf. Eq. (18)].
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FIG. 9: Same as Fig. 8, but for
√
sγγ = 400 GeV.
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FIG. 10: Cross sections of γλ1γλ2 → bc¯H+ at √sγγ = 800 GeV in polarized photon collisions for
the Type-A SUSY model [cf. Eq. (11)]. Solid curves are the results without any kinematical cut,
and dashed curves are the results with the kinematical cut specified in the text [cf. Eq. (18)].
In the following, we shall separately discuss the feature of the polarized photon cross
sections for MH± much less than
√
s/2 and for MH± slightly above
√
s/2.
The feature of the polarized photon cross sections for MH± <
√
s/2 can be understood
from examining the production process γγ → H+H−, whose helicity amplitudes can be
found in Eq. (16). Let us denote σpairλ1λ2 as the cross section of γλ1γλ2 → H+H− . We find
that σpairLR = σ
pair
RL , and they dominate the total cross section when M
2
H±
≪ s , while σpairLL
and σpairRR are equal and approach zero as MH± → 0. Since for MH± <
√
s/2 the bulk part
of the cross section of γγ → bc¯H+ comes from σ(γγ → H+H−) × Br(H− → bc¯), the LL
and RR cross sections are smaller than the LR (= RL) cross sections as MH± decreases, cf.
Fig. 8.
As shown in Fig. 8, the polarized photon cross section σLL is not zero for MH± slightly
above
√
s/2, where the on-shell H+H− pair production channel is closed, despite that the
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FIG. 11: Same as Fig. 10, but for
√
s = 400GeV.
left-handed coupling Y bcL vanishes, cf. Eq. (15), in the TopC model. This is due to the
contribution from the diagrams in which one of the charged Higgs boson is slightly off-shell
(as compared to its decay width), i.e. from γγ → H+H−∗(→ bc¯). The similar argument
also applies to the other models but with different polarized states of the photon beams.
It is important to point out that the complete set of Feynman diagrams have to be
included to calculate σ(γγ → bc¯H+) even when MH± <
√
s/2 because of the requirement
of gauge invariance. To study the effect of the additional Feynman diagrams, other than
those contributing to theH+H− pair production from γγ → H+H−(→ bc¯), one can examine
the single charged Higgs boson cross section in this regime with the requirement that the
invariant mass of bc¯, denoted as Mbc¯, satisfies the following condition
6:
|Mbc¯ − MH± | > ∆Mbc¯ , with
∆Mbc¯ = min
[
25GeV, max
[
1.18Mcb¯
2δm
m
, ΓH+
]]
,
6 These sample conditions are chosen to define the single charged Higgs boson cross section, and they should
be refined when a detailed Monte Carlo simulation becomes available.
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δm
m
=
0.5√
Mbc¯/2
, (18)
where
δm
m
denotes the mass resolution of the detector for observing the final state b and c¯
jets originated from the decay of H− .7 For instance, in Fig. 8 the set of dashed-lines are the
polarized cross sections after imposing the above kinematical cut. With this cut, the total
rate reduces by about one order of magnitude for MH± <
√
s/2 . (However, this kinematical
cut hardly changes the event rate when MH± >
√
s/2 .) The effect of this kinematic cut on
the RR and LL rates are significantly different in the low MH± region. It implies that the
H+H− pair production diagrams cannot be the whole production mechanism, otherwise,
we would expect the rates of RR and LL be always equal due to the parity invariance of
the QED theory. Again, a similar feature also holds for the MSSM after interchanging the
labels of LL and RR.
Before closing this section, we remark that in the MSSM a heavy charged Higgs boson
H+ can also be produced associated with a c¯s pair, whose production rate can be obtained
by rescaling the cross sections in Fig. 7 by the factor
(
Y scL(0)/Y
bc
L
)2
= 1.3 (tanβ)2 × 10−4
for MH± >
√
s/2 . Here, Y scL(0) =
√
2ms
v
tan β , and the running mass of the strange quark
at the scale of 100GeV is taken to be ms ≃ 0.1GeV. Hence, for tan β = 30, the production
rate of scH± is down by a factor of 10 , as compared to the bc¯H+ rate with Y bcL = 0.05, cf.
Eq. (11).
B. τνH± Production
In the MSSM with a large tan β value, the cross section of γγ → τ−ν¯H+ can be quite
sizable. For the sample parameters chosen in Eq. (3), its cross sections are shown in Fig. 12
for various linear colliders with unpolarized collider beams. (Our results are consistent with
7 Here, we assume the hadronic energy resolution for a jet with energy E (in GeV unit) is 50%/
√
E.
Moreover, the full-width at half-maximum of a Gaussian distribution is 1.18× 2 σ, where σ is taken to be
Mbcδm/m.
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FIG. 12: Cross sections of γγ → τ−ν¯H+ (solid curve) and e+e− → τ−ν¯H+ (dashed curve) for the
MSSM [cf. Eq. (3)] with unpolarized beams at
√
sγγ = 400 GeV and 800 GeV.
the calculation in Refs. [38, 39].) Recall that we have chosen the sample parameters of the
models so that the Yukawa coupling of τ−-ν-H+ in the MSSM and that of b-c-H+ in the
TopC model have the same magnitude but opposite chiralities, as shown in Eqs. (3) and
(15). The gross feature of Fig. 12 is similar to Fig. 6. However, a close examination reveals
that the cross section of γγ → τ−ν¯H+ is smaller than that of γγ → bc¯H+ at a fixedMH± for
MH± >
√
s/2. For instance, for a 600GeV charged Higgs boson, with its couplings given in
Eqs. (3) and (15), σ(γγ → τ−ν¯H+) ∼ 0.01 fb and σ(γγ → bc¯H+) ∼ 0.3 fb, when √s = 800
GeV. This difference can again be understood by examining the Feynman diagrams. In
the scattering γγ → bc¯H+, the total cross section is dominated by the fusion diagram
γγ → (cc¯)(bb¯)→ bc¯H+ for MH± >
√
s/2 . The contribution of this diagram is enhanced by
two collinear poles (in a t-channel diagram) generated from γ → cc¯ and γ → bb¯ in high energy
collisions. However, in the scattering γγ → τ−ν¯H+, the dominant contribution in the large
mass region comes from the sub-diagram γτR → H+νL, and contains only one collinear pole
(in a t-channel diagram) generated from γ → τ−τ+ in high energy collisions. This is because
photon does not couple to neutrinos. Hence, the production rate of τ−ν¯H+ is not as large
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FIG. 13: Cross sections of γλ1γλ2 → τ−ν¯H+ at
√
s = 800 GeV in polarized photon collisions for
the MSSM [cf. Eq. (3)]. Solid curves are the results without any kinematical cut, and dashed
curves are the results with the kinematical cut specified in the text [cf. Eq. (19)].
as that of bc¯H+, even when the relevant Yukawa couplings are of the same magnitude in
both production channels. For M
H±
<
√
s/2 where γγ → H+H− is kinematically allowed,
the difference between σ(γγ → τ−ν¯H+) and σ(γγ → bc¯H+) is caused by the relative size of
Br(H− → τ−ν¯) and Br(H− → bc¯), cf. Fig. 3.
We also computed the production cross section σ(γλ1γλ2 → τ−ν¯H+) in the polarized
photon-photon collisions, and the results are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. As expected, the
LL rate is the dominant one when MH± >
√
s/2 , because the Yukawa couplings Y τνR = 0
and Y τνL 6= 0 . The single charged Higgs boson production rate for MH± <
√
s/2 is also
calculated by imposing the kinematical cut8:
|Mτ ν¯ − MH± | > ∆Mτ ν¯ , with
∆Mτ ν¯ = min
[
25GeV, max
[
1.18Mτ ν¯
2δm
m
, ΓH+
]]
,
8 See footnotes 6 and 7, but for leptons.
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FIG. 14: Same as Fig. 13, but for
√
s = 400 GeV.
δm
m
=
0.5√
Mτ ν¯/2
, (19)
and the result is shown in Figs. 13 and 14. (In reality, Mτ ν¯ should be replaced by, for
instance, the transverse mass of the τ−ν¯ pair.) For our choice of parameters in Eq. (3),
ΓH+ is about 0.54GeV (4.7GeV) for a Higgs mass 200GeV (400GeV), and correspondingly,
Br(H− → τ−ν¯) is about 0.69 (0.16).
IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have studied the single charged scalar production at polarized photon
colliders via the fusion processes γγ → bc¯H+ and γγ → τ−ν¯H+. For the bc¯H+ production,
we consider the flavor mixing couplings of b-c-H± generated from the natural stop-scharm
mixings in the MSSM, and from the generic mixings of the right-handed top and charm
quarks in the dynamical Top-color model. For the τ−ν¯H+ production, we consider the
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MSSM with a moderate to large tanβ. We find that the production rate of H+ in the γγ
collisions is much larger than that in the e−e+ collision. (Needless to say that the production
rate of H− is the same as H+.) Some of the results are shown in Figs. 6, 7 and 12. For
MH+ >
√
s/2, the cross section of γγ → τ−ν¯H+ is smaller than that of γγ → bc¯H+
even when the corresponding Yukawa couplings are of the same size. This is because in
high energy collisions there is only one collinear pole [ γγ → (τ−τ+)γ → τ−ν¯H+ ] in the
scattering γγ → τ−ν¯H+, but two collinear poles [ γγ → (cc¯)(bb¯)→ bc¯H+ ] in γγ → bc¯H+.
The same reason also explains why in the large MH+ region the e
+e− rate is smaller than
the γγ rate by at least one to two orders of magnitude, since the e+e− processes contain
only s-channel diagrams and cannot generate any collinear enhancement factor to the single
charged Higgs boson production rate. Furthermore, we show that it is possible to measure
the Yukawa couplings YL and YR, separately, at photon-photon colliders by properly choosing
the polarization states of the incoming photon beams. This unique feature of the photon
colliders can be used to discriminate new dynamics of the flavor symmetry breaking.
To convert the cross sections, as shown in the above figures, to the actual event rates,
one should take into account the corresponding collider luminosity. This is particularly
important for calculating the event rates at a photon collider, for the γγ luminosity depends
on the energy of the photon beam which is typically a distribution, in contrast to a fixed
value, and the degree of polarization of the initial state photon will depend on its energy
[28, 40]. Thus, the event rate at a photon collider should be evaluated by convoluting
the cross section with the γγ luminosity after accounting for the energy dependence of the
luminosity of the polarized photon beams.
To study the effect of the energy dependent luminosity of the polarized photon beam on
the above analysis, we consider the model suggested in Ref. [20] for producing a polarized
photon beam from the Compton back-scattering process (eγ → eγ). In this model, the γγ
collider is based on a parent e−e+ (or e−e−) collider, and the luminosity distribution as a
function of the γγ c.m. energy is calculated by assuming zero conversion distance for the
e− (or e+) beam. As an example, let us consider the calculation that yields the result in
Fig. 9, but with convoluted γγ luminosities. In the case that the laser beam is left-handedly
polarized and the electron (or positron) beam is right-handedly polarized, the luminosity of
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FIG. 15: The luminosity of the photon beams γλ1γλ2 produced from Compton back-scattering as
a function of the c.m. energy for various polarization states of the two incoming photon beams,
in the case that the laser beam is left-handedly polarized and the electron (or positron) beam is
right-handedly polarized, and the c.m. energy of the e−e+ collider is 500GeV.
the photon beams produced from Compton back-scattering as a function of the c.m. energy
for various polarization states of the two (recoiled) photon beams is depicted in Fig. 15 based
on the calculation in Ref. [20] with x = 4.82, for a 500GeV e−e+ collider. Here, for simplicity,
we have assumed a hundred percent polarized e− (or e+) beam. As shown in the figure, the
dominant (recoiled) photon polarization is the same as the electron (positron) helicity, and
the photon luminosity distribution peaks at high energy. When both the photon beams are
right-handedly polarized (labelled as “RR”), the effective c.m. energy of the colliding photon
beams is around 400GeV for a 500GeV e−e+ collider. This justifies the approximation we
made so far in our study. (The normalization of Fig. 15 is such that the area covered by
the curve labelled as “SUM”, which is the result after summing up all the polarization
states, is equal to the c.m. energy of e−e+, i.e 500 in this example.) After convoluting the
constituent cross sections of γλ1γλ2 → bc¯H+, cf. Fig. 9, with the energy dependent γλ1γλ2
luminosity, cf. Fig. 15, we obtain the result shown in Fig. 16. Because we have chosen
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FIG. 16: Cross sections (without any kinematic cut) for the TopC model after convoluting the con-
stituent cross sections of γλ1γλ2 → bc¯H+, cf. Fig. 9, with the energy dependent γλ1γλ2 luminosity,
cf. Fig. 15.
the polarization of the laser (and electron) beam so that the luminosity of the γRγR state
dominates in high energy region and the luminosity of the γLγL state is suppressed, hence,
the difference between the RR and the LL rates shown in Fig. 16 increases for a largerMH+
as compared to Fig. 9. However, the magnitude of the “RR” cross section becomes smaller
because only some fraction of the produced photon beams is in the γRγR state. For example,
from Fig. 9, the cross section of γRγR → bc¯H+ for MH+ = 100GeV is 267 fb when the c.m.
energy of γγ is taken to be 400GeV. For producing a 100GeV H+, the effective integrated
γRγR luminosity is about 1/3 of the total γγ luminosity (i.e., after summing up all the
polarization states of γγ), hence, the convoluted cross section can be estimated to be 89 fb
(= 267 fb/3). This estimate agrees within a factor of 2 with the convoluted cross section
exactly calculated in Fig. 16 which reads as 66 fb for photons produced from a 500GeV
e−e+ collider using Compton back-scattering process. Namely, the convoluted “RR” cross
section is about 1/4 of the non-convoluted “RR” cross section. The similar reduction factor
for producing a heavier H+ will be somewhat bigger because the effective integrated γRγR
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luminosity becomes smaller for γRγR → bc¯H+. For a 300GeV H+, the convoluted “RR”
cross section is about 1/7 of the non-convoluted “RR” cross section.
If we define the resolution power (A) of the polarized photon collider as
A ≡ σRR − σLL
σRR + σLL
, (20)
then we conclude from the above discussion that a convoluted calculation predicts a stronger
resolution power of the polarized photon collider at the cost of a smaller cross section.9
According to the reports of the LC Working Groups in Refs. [41] and [22], the integrated
luminosity can reach about 500 fb−1 at a 500GeV LC, and 1000 fb−1 at an 1TeV LC. Hence,
we conclude that a polarized photon-photon collider is not only useful for determining the
CP property of a neutral Higgs boson, but also important for detecting a heavy charged
Higgs boson and determining the chirality structure of the corresponding fermion Yukawa
interactions with the charged Higgs boson.
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